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Recycling Development Center Advisory Board Meeting
August 11, 2021 | 9am – 12pm (Pacific time)



Participating in this meeting: 

Board members may unmute themselves.  

We will have opportunities for public comments throughout the meeting. 
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Note: we are not recording this meeting, meeting notes will be posted on the Advisory Board website. 

Anyone may use the chat box to ask questions:



Agenda
9:10 am One time grant updates

10:00 am Board roundtable, agency updates

10:30 am Glass presentations

11:20 am Board glass discussion
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11:55 am Wrap-up



Center 
2021 
one-time 
grants
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https://www.ezview.wa.gov/Portals/_1962/Documents/rdcab/2021-08-CenterGrants.pdf



Center Grants
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Andy Smith – King County
Kimberly Porsche – TetraTech (Jefferson 

County)
Stephanie Gowing – Seattle
Nikyta Palmisani – Lopez Island
Heleene Tambet – Waste Loop (City of 

Leavenworth)



King County Solid Waste Division
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Andy Smith & Emily Coleman
• Recycling Infrastructure in Washington 

Grant amount $50,0000

• Washington Material Concierge 
Grant amount $50,000
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Emily Coleman · ecoleman@kingcounty.gov
Sustainable Purchasing Specialist

Andy Smith · andysmith@kingcounty.gov
Circular Economy Program Manager



THE MISSION

Material Market Development www.kingcounty.gov/LinkUp
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creates demand for recycled and reused 
materials, strives to develop the conditions for a 
thriving regional secondary material market, 
encourages investments in regional sorting and 
processing infrastructure, takes action to reduce 
the climate crisis and builds a King County where 
all people have equitable opportunities to prosper.



Recycling Infrastructure in 
Washington State 

Material Recovery Facilities and Paper and Plastic 
Reprocessors



• Build  a foundational  dataset  and  
visualization  tool

• Ability to expand  to  additional  
materials or broader geographic 
scope  in  the  future

• Enable better policy decisions for  
resource allocation to  the  
recycling  infrastructure system

Purpose



Approach and Data Sources 

Began with available data sets and reports

Requested public records request from Ecology

Reached out to trade organizations to cross-
reference information

Direct outreach to facilities



Research Limitations

Condensed timeframe

Limited public information

Unwillingness to 
participate

Confidentiality concerns

COVID-19 impacts

Lack of demographic data 
collection

Data uncertainty due to 
anticipated organizational 
changes



Washington Recycling Infrastructure Map  



Facility 
Breakdown

Material Recovery Facilities

5 single-
stream, with 

glass included 

2 single-
stream, 

without glass

2 multi-
stream/source 

separated

2 MRFs with uncertain sources, most 
likely paper-only facilities serving the 

commercial sector

Processors

6 plastic processors – little PCR processing 15 paper processors – 38% of recyclable paper collected  
in WA 



Washington Recycling Infrastructure Dashboard



Future R&D

• Further efforts to gather data from facilities

• Add other materials

• Host public tool at WA State level

• Allow facilities to update their own data with 
administrator approval



Report prepared by:



Washington
Material
Concierge
Recommendations for Equitable Business Assistance and 
Support for Secondary Material End Markets



Provide a framework  for developing an equitable 
circular economy development program in 
Washington that focuses on secondary material 
business support, while considering the 
opportunities, needs, and impacts of overburdened 
communities.

Purpose

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE
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MARKET DEVELOPMENT BEST PRACTICES

BEST PRACTICES WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

Economy MaterialsPeople

Elements to include
The research led to the 
development of the following series 
of best practices that have 
successfully been used to support 
business assistance and 
development of secondary material 
end markets. These range from 
traditional economic development 
tools to coordination and 
facilitation of partnerships to 
strategy and material expertise. The 
following slides will define these 
elements and list considerations for 
employing an equity lens. It 
important to note that funding is a 
key resources needed to support all 
of the elements. This report does 
not identify where specific funding 
should come from. Options may 
include federal, state and local 
funding in addition to private 
sector investment. 
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Economic Development Business Support Fostering Partnership Thought Leadership System Expertise

RC
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ME
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SC
SUPPLY 
CHAIN

Tc
TECHNOLOGY 

AND 
PROCESSES

King County    

SPU   

RDC     

Commerce    

Impact WA    

PNNL     

WSU      

WEDFA  
WA SBA (no 
interview) 
Front and 
Centered        

Blue Daisi        

Seattle OED      

WA RESOURCES (SUMMARY) WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

*Not an exhaustive list



WA RESOURCES WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

Thought leadership and supportive 
policy development is advancing in WA
(e.g., EPR, recycled content, industrial 
symbiosis, single-use plastics, recycling 
labeling policies)

Growing collaboration between Depts. 
Of Ecology and Commerce around the 
Recycling Development Center

Strong support, subject matter expertise, 
and political will from local governments
in multiple parts of the state

Strengthening statewide climate policy 
may be leveraged to support circular 
economy goals given the demonstrated 
lifecycle climate benefits of manufacturing 
with secondary materials

STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Robust network of clean energy/clean tech 
accelerators could add circular economy 
focus, or share best practices to support 
development of a circular economy 
accelerator

Strong presence of organizations that have 
supportive technical or material expertise 
(e.g., Center for Sustainable Infrastructure, 
Composite Recycling Technology Center, WSU, 
UW, Pacific Northwest National Lab, Impact 
Washington)

Strong community college system, 
technical colleges, and trade schools could 
be leveraged to support education, training, 
and green jobs in the service of the circular 
economy, green infrastructure, and a just 
transition
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WA RESOURCES WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

Available resources are geared toward 
large businesses and capital projects, 
leaving small businesses without 
support to start up and scale. 

An explicit equity lens and 
community engagement is absent for 
most existing support programs.

Efforts are siloed between climate, 
equity, and circular economy. 

GAPS

Efforts are siloed between general 
economic & technical support and 
secondary materials & supply chain 
expertise.

No entity is explicitly tasked with a 
strategic coordination role to align across 
silos and help stakeholders to identify, 
navigate, and access existing resources.
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describe

Key 
Recommendations

06
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RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE



STRATEGIC CONCEPT: PLATFORM APPROACH 

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

PIPELINE

Mass marketVery large, 
centralized scaleMass labor

INDUSTRIAL MODEL

Paradigm 
Shift

ECOSYSTEM

PLATFORM MODEL

Mass participationInclusive & multi-
scale Collaborative

Shifting the paradigm: The core recommendation is to develop a platform to strategically coordinate the efforts around equitable business assistance and support for secondary material 
end markets. A just transition to a circular economy requires a paradigm shift from an industrial framework—characterized by unilateral and hierarchical decision-making and often results in a 
model where success drives success, leaving little room for innovation and new market entrants—to a platform framework. Platforms are characterized by inclusion, collaboration, and 
innovation with a focus on equitable distribution of resources for priority communities and small businesses, shared learning, development of partnerships, and process facilitation to help 
advance innovative ideas into investable, shovel-ready projects. NextCycle Michigan is a good example of a platform model. The following series of slides outlines recommendations around 
the design of this platform. 25



WA RESOURCES WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

RECOMMENDATIONS ON PLATFORM DESIGN

Start with strengths and gaps in washington

Center materials and equity in the waste hierarchy

Provide tools to support small businesses and innovative projects 

Align climate, circularity, and justice

Leverage Just Transition frameworks

Engage in co-designed development of the platform
26



WA RESOURCES WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

START WITH STRENGTHS AND GAPS IN WASHINGTON

Existing 
StrengthsExisting 

Gaps

High 
Priority

Low 
Priority

TS
Technical 
Support

IN
Incubator/ 
Accelerator

Bs
Business Plan 

AssistanceRC
Recruitment

IV
Investment/ 

Grants

IC
Incentives/ 
De-risking

SC
Supply Chain

TC
Technologies 
and Processes

NT
Networking

PF
Process 

Facilitation

CE
Community 
Engagement

RP
Research/ 
Planning

PR
Policy 

Recommen-
dations

CM
Comms ME

Materials 
Expertise

Elements to build around

This chart organizes the 
inventory of Washington-
based resources and 
demonstrates strengths and 
weaknesses based on the 
results. 
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CENTER MATERIALS AND EQUITY IN WASTE HIERARCHY

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE
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Think in systems

Equitable recycling end-market 
development and development of circular 
supply chains is needed. The approach must 
balance this with circular strategies that 
include interventions higher up the waste 
hierarchy.

Care should be taken to not position 
overburdened communities into business 
models focused solely on processing of 
waste because solutions didn’t balance 
upstream and downstream considerations 
and priorities.

SC
Supply Chain

PF
Process 

Facilitation

CE
Community 
Engagement

CM
Comms

Anaerobic 
digestion/ 

composting



PROVIDE TOOLS TO SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESSES AND INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

Business/project accelerator program tied to funding sources
There should be a core set of resources that can define the actionable 
value the platform brings. In general, the research pointed to a lack of 
support for small, new or innovative business models. Two of the most 
noticeable gaps and priorities in the analysis are incubator/accelerator 
and business plan assistance

This also relates to priorities around investments/grants and process 
facilitation.  Having a defined source of funding involved is important to 
demonstrate value and commitment. 
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Circular 
Economy/

Zero Waste

A just, equitable 
future for all

ALIGN CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY, & JUSTICE
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RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

A Just 
Transition

Climate change 
mitigation &
adaptation

Climate, circularity, and justice
Centering the platform in a way to focus on 
the overlap between these approaches is a key 
opportunity. 
This can be in the form of creating open 
dialogue between organizations and 
individuals operating in these spheres; aligning 
strategies and messaging; broadening 
coalitions around policy and public campaigns; 
sharing resources and co-developing projects.  

IN
Incubator/ 
Accelerator

NT
Networking

CE
Community 
Engagement

CM
Comms



LEVERAGE JUST TRANSITION FRAMEWORKS

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

MOVEMENT 
GENERATION

DOUGHNUT 
ECONOMICS

Common framework theme
While there are multiple Just Transition models, the 
models pictured to the right are two frameworks that 
are gaining traction:
• Movement Generation is being leveraged by 

communities of color in the US. See example work 
in the Appendix. 

• Doughnut Economics is being seen as a more 
accessible, utilitarian approach to Just Transition 
and leveraged with governments, businesses, and 
communities. See example work in Appendix.

Note: Some use the terms Just Transition and “Positive 
Transition” synonymously. 
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ENGAGE IN CO-DESIGNED DEVELOPMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE

Design with communities
Co-design can take many forms like:
• Collaborative research
• Forums, workshops, and conversations 
• Visioning and mapping
• Design charettes where communities help 

build and improve upon a process and/or 
prototype/pilot
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NEXT STEPS

RECOMMENDATIONS WASHINGTON MATERIAL CONCIERGE
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Identify roles of local and state government.

Define funding needs and sources.

Further develop an initial list of climate, circularity, and 
justice stakeholders to engage. 

Map out platform co-design process. 

$



KC code = Zero Waste of 
Resources 2030

Current status

King County collects 43% of WA curbside materials…

… but Re+ will divert more: is the region prepared?



Circular Economy 
Innovation Platform

• Combines technical support and public funding
• Competitive grant: 2022 
• Private sector, Community & NGO focus
• Could help Re+ transition 

• Targets technology and new approaches for:
• Materials & prevention
• Links to e-Tour opportunities
• Support for underserved communities

• Launch with Re+ plan



CREDITS: This presentation was partially made with a template created by 
Slidesgo.
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Credits: this presentation was partially made with a template created by Slidesgo.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth


Port of Port Townsend
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Eron Berg, Abigail Berg
Presentation by Kimberly Porsche, Tetra Tech

• Plastic pyrolysis feasibility study
Grant amount $49,617



Pyrolysis Conversion of Plastics to Energy
Feasibility Study
Recycling Development Center Advisory Board
August 11, 2021

Kimberly Porsche, P.E. Tetra Tech, Inc.



Feasibility Study Overview

Available Feedstock:
• 100-120 tons/year (Plastics Types #1, 2, & 5)
Potential Available Feedstock:
• Min 200 tons/year, Max 500 tons/year (#1-7, excluding #3)

Most Applicable Technology:

Parameter Mobile Unit Single Unit

CAPACITY 200 tons/year 500 tons/year

CAPEX $2.5M $2.2M

OPEX $0.22M/YR $0.28M/YR

PRODUCTS REVENUE $0.14M/YR $0.28M/YR

MINIMUM TIP FEE $0.70/lb $0.18/lb

Financial Scenarios:



Plastic Pyrolysis Overview
Thermal Chemical Conversion 

Pathways



Feedstock Assessment

Total Recyclables Collected: ~3,600-4,000 tons/year
Tin, Aluminum, & Plastics (TAP): ~400-470 tons/year 

Plastics only: ~100-120 tons/year
This includes plastics types #1, #2, and select #5

Estimated Total Plastic Waste Generation for Jefferson County: ~575 tons/year 



Limitations on Feedstock Sourcing

Curbside service issues

Contamination issues

Reduction of single-use plastics



Pretreatment and Pyrolysis System

Storage

Outfeed Conveyor

Shredder

Infeed Conveyor

Sorting Conveyor

Receiving / Storage

PRETREATMENT SYSTEM PYROLYSIS SYSTEM



Conclusions & Recommendations

Feasibility is highly impacted by:
• Limitations on feedstock quantities and sourcing
• Project economics based on scale
• Offtake of products

Recommendations:
• Detailed waste composition study
• Options for larger scale project
• Consider locating near existing MRF facility
• Local/regional market assessment for products



Thanks to our Project Team & Partners
Recycling Development Center grant received by the Port of Port Townsend from 
the Washington State Department of Ecology. 

Tetra Tech would like to provide special thanks to:

• Eron Berg – Executive Director of the Port of Port Townsend

• Eric Toews – Deputy Director of the Port of Port Townsend

• Pete Langley – Port Foundry

• Al Cairns – Solid Waste Manger of Jefferson County Department of Public Works

Please contact Kimberly Porsche, P.E. (Kimberly.Porsche@tetratech.com) for additional 
information or questions.

mailto:Kimberly.Porsche@tetratech.com


Seattle Office of Economic Development
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Stephanie Gowing
• Circular innovation challenge

Grant amount $35,000



Stephanie Gowing
Green Business Advocate
Seattle’s Office of Economic 
Development 

Erin Nelson Nico Onoda-
McGuire

Exec. Director Program Manager
Seattle Good Business Network

Program Trailer HERE

https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=6a29ee08-35b2d72e-6a29c6b8-867666c9b37a-d74bd1a090bf3a1f&q=1&e=772c286f-8add-4a36-ac1b-9a6beaf50945&u=https%3A%2F%2Ft.sidekickopen13.com%2Fs3t%2Fc%2F5%2Ff18dQhb0S7kF8cpgNSVvXfQZ59hl3kW7_k2847sD3qkVPw-ny7vB15ZW2bzNMs3wcm43101%3Fte%3DW3R5hFj4cm2zwW3HbfKg3JFvN1W43QJhh1JxwY5W1Lwv934kCBw8W43SMZw49Rd6fW47QH_D4rnRcLW3DJ0HZ4mvGXXW20Z3H22WJP3QW3JKGvL2z_qQXW2kcjnC2ffmsyf49M8XD04%26si%3D7000000002376116%26pi%3Dd24a7867-eb2f-4759-ed9e-f842005fd569




2021 Judges













233 attendees



We should continue to support entrepreneurs and the circular 
marketplace



Proposals for 2022 Event

- Partner and grow to grow inclusive applicant pool
- Refine and increase the breadth of mentors and provided workshops for Circular Innovation Challenge participants and finalists

- Separate programing into 2 tracks. 

- startups/student teams with new product idea (needs prototyping)
- startups/businesses pitching an expansion of existing/new product

- Seperate tracks based on specific material streams
- Leverage WA Material Marketplace



Stephanie Gowing
Green Business Advocate
Seattle’s Office of Economic 
Development 

Erin Nelson Nico Onoda-
McGuire

Exec. Director Program Manager
Seattle Good Business Network

Program Trailer HERE! 



Lopez Island Solid Waste Disposal District
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Nikyta Palmisani
• The ReMakery

Grant amount $50,000



Nikyta Palmisani, August 2021

The ReMakery, Lopez Island 
Dedicated to using materials from LSWDD’s recycle plaza and 
free store



Thanks to the Department of Ecology Grant, 
the ReMakery opened it’s doors May 2021

From Recycle and Reuse to ReMade!
• LSWDD: community run drop box facility 

which handles island waste, self separated 
recycling, and free exchange of reusable 
items 

• “Take It of Leave It” (TIOLI) free store, pre-
Covid took in 24,000/lbs of donations per 
MONTH

• Housewares, clothing, textiles, tools, books, 
toys, furniture, electronics & appliances, etc

• What is not reused goes into recycle 
streams, only about 1,000/mo into landfill

• What was needed was a dedicated space, 
tools and instruction to turn these materials 
into new items locally to increase diversion



Thanks to the Dept of Ecology 
start up grant, the ReMakery
opened May 2021 and offers:

-Classes & Workshops

-Repair Cafe’s once a month

-A Maker in Residence 
Program

-Space, tools and instruction 
for the community to reuse, 
repurpose, repair and remake 
their own materials belongings



Two dedicated spaces: 

Below: “Fiber” dedicated to textiles & 
jewelry making with sewing 

machines, sergers, hand tools, 
organized bins of textiles and 

materials, & Retail space

Above: “Spark” with laser cutter, 3D Printers, 
electronics tools, tools for repair cafes, 
and Maker in Residence Work spaces 



About Systems Change
Not just arts and crafts 

• Tours of the ReMakery educate visitors 
who might not know about LSWDD on 
the scale of materials donated to TIOLI 
and shipped off Lopez. Some examples:

• 4,000 lbs/week of new donations 

• 1,000 lbs week of textiles recycled

• 300 lbs/week of books recycled

• How to increase the circular economy 
by local reuse to reduce emissions, 
transport, & waste 



The LSWDD to 
Remakery Pipeline: 

Lopez citizens self 
separate recyclables 

at LSWDD

Volunteers at 
Recycle plaza & TIOLI

help keep them 
clean & organized

Organized materials 
make it easy for 

Makers to take & use 
what they like

ReMakery gives a space 
and tools for their 

local transformation 
& reuse 



Class example: 
A sweater

destined for recycling

Diverted into reuse

Deconstructed into 
raw materials

Remade into new 
object locally

Reused or sold locally

Increasing the 
Circular Economy 
On Lopez Island  

Decreasing emissions 
from transport and the 
burning of fossil fuels

Upcycling materials that 
might end up in landfill



Maker in Residence 
Program
-Free, 4 Week Program
-Dedicated workspace & unlimited 
access to ReMakery 
-Unlimited access to LSWDD materials 
from recycle & TIOLI
-Makers offer a class or workshop 
during their residency
-Results in monthly art show educating 
the public 
-Makers sell their creations, and a 
portion of the proceeds go back to the 
ReMakery
-Makers donate one piece to ReMakery 
permanent collection 



Monthly Repair Cafes
Volunteers provide free simple repairs for electronics, 
small appliances, furniture, textiles, and jewelry 



Circular Economy 
favorite example: 
-Fabric scraps used to be 
recycled, now landfilled due to 
Covid breaks in supply chain 
-One maker designed these 
cushions as ottomans, 
meditation cushions, dog beds
-She made a template
-Now Lopez textile artists, 
costumers, quilters now create 
these cushions, stuffed with 
their textile scraps
-Remakery then sells them 



Empowering Our 
Community to:

Reduce waste
Rethink recycling
Increase reuse

Value their belongings
Repair

Repurpose
Collaborate

Share resources & skills
Increase education 

& engagement
Educate future generations
Increase entrepreneurism

Increase volunteerism

Be Part of a 
Zero Waste Future!



Nikyta Palmisani: nikytap@lopezsolidwaste.org

www.lopezsolidwaste.org/remakery

mailto:nikytap@lopezsolidwaste.org
http://www.lopezsolidwaste.org/remakery


City of Leavenworth

72

Carl Florea
Presentation by Heleene Tambet, Waste Loop

• Food waste collection feasibility study
Grant amount $32,382



City of Leavenworth
Food waste 
collection feasibility 
study

Prepared by Waste Loop

Heleene Tambet | August 11, 2021



Current waste operations
• The City hauled residential waste until Feb ’19, now only commercial waste

• Municipal solid waste & cardboard collected from 159 accounts
• Waste Management covers residential waste & recyling within city limits and surrounding 

county
• No compost for commercial or residential clients

• Commercial waste logistics:
• Each business’ waste picked up 1–6x/week
• In 2019, average of 189 tons and $17,000 in tipping fees per month, or $202,000/year

• Destination: Dryden Transfer Station
• Waste Management governs the tipping fees, price increases have been 1%–3.5%/year
• Yet the latest change from Jan ‘20 to the current rate ($95/ton) is a 7.95% increase

• Winton MFG = the first commercial composting facility in Leavenworth & 
Wenatchee Valley



City-wide waste 
audits
• Objective

• Estimate the share of organic waste within 
commercial waste stream

• Assess other diversion potential for City’s waste

• Methodology
• Modified random sampling
• Stratification by business types

• Core downtown area (lots of restaurants)
• All other commercial accounts (hotels, etc.)

• Maximum # of samples given the labor constraints



Logistics
• 10+ volunteers
• May 24 & June 7, 2021 (Mondays)
• Weekend’s waste from two separate 

routes (strata)
• Random samples pulled from each 

truck 

• 15 waste categories 
• Compostability defined based on the 

capacity of the new facility



Results
• Weight of all waste surveyed 

= 2386.1 lbs.
• Differences between the two 

audits:
• Compost 55% (downtown) vs 

43% (other commercial)
• Aluminum 2% vs 8%

• Final results: averaged over the 
shares from the two days



49.4%

26.7%

23.9%



Restaurant audits
• Goal: assess the share of compostable waste in food 

service businesses specifically
• 4 restaurants >> 1 day’s worth of waste from each
• On average, 83.7% of all waste was compostable
• Businesses’ sales data was used to compare the 

audit day to annual sales volume:
• The largest of the businesses could have diverted 34,510 

lbs. of waste in 2019 if composting had been an option
• Collectively, the businesses could have diverted over 

69,500 lbs. of waste in 2019 alone if composting had 
been an option



Results



Lessons learnt
• In ideal conditions, 50+% City’s commercial waste 

could be diverted as compost
• Up to $100,000 could be saved/re-channeled towards 

compost thanks to reduced tipping fees
• In reality, a smaller percentage due to practical reasons, 

awareness/cooperation of staff, visitors, etc.

• Finding alternatives to small things matters 
• E.g., 8 lbs. of rubber gloves
• Condiment containers

• Strategic targeting of compostables
• E.g., coffee in hotels

• Many restaurants interested in conscious practices 



Next steps
• Winton MFG = the first commercial composting facility in Leavenworth & 

Wenatchee Valley
• In long-term, options for collection and hauling services: the Public Works Department, 

Waste Management, or a private organization

• Aim to launch a pilot program to collect & haul food waste in 2022
• 1-2 years
• Businesses joining on voluntary basis
• Drop-off sites for residential compost
• The City & Waste Loop have purchased a hauling truck and have toter carts
• Costs covered by a mix of funds
• Identifiable designation to those participating

• Follow best practices determined by a review of food waste collection 
operations *



Next steps (cont.)
• Initial Community Composting survey conducted in June 2021 (N=99):

• 89% would be interested in utilizing a food waste drop-off point in town
• 68% would be interested in a food waste pickup service

• Surveys with downtown businesses will be next
• Concerns, willingness to pay/not pay, needs in terms of infrastructure

• Seeking opportunities to work with the school district (educational 
programs), the farmers market (outreach, perhaps compost drop-off), and 
develop educational materials in English & Spanish



Thank you!



* Appendix: Best practices identified 
through review of compost operations
1. A customized organic waste management plan for each business
2. Staff training & orientation (practicalities but also the ‘big picture’ of importance 

of organics diversion)
3. Supplying both the primary ‘kitchen’ container and the secondary larger tote 

container (rolling toter carts, “engineered” for venting, locking)
4. Provision of free signs & educational material >> incentive for customers
5. Personalized organic waste diversion statistics for each business >> marketing 

material
6. Reciprocal promotions for participating businesses



Center Updates
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Board member roundtable
Ecology update
Commerce update
Subcommittee update
Attendee comments



Board roundtable: 
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Allen Langdon

Scott Morgan

Mike Range

Derek Ruckman

Tim Shestek

Jay Simmons

Heather Trim

Corinne Drennan

Karl Englund

Kyla Fisher

Deb Geiger

Margo Gillaspy

Nina Goodrich

Sego Jackson



Agency updates: 
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Kara Steward

Brian Young



Board subcommittee update: 
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Allen Langdon

Scott Morgan

Mike Range

Derek Ruckman

Tim Shestek

Jay Simmons

Heather Trim

Corinne Drennan

Karl Englund

Kyla Fisher

Deb Geiger

Margo Gillaspy

Nina Goodrich

Sego Jackson



Attendee comments: 

Board members may unmute themselves.  

We will read comments from the chat box or unmute attendees for brief comments.
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Anyone may use the chat box to ask questions:



Quick break
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5 minutes



Glass presentations
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Brian Kristofic – Ardagh
James Nordmeyer – Owens-Illinois 
Archie Filshill – AeroAggregates



Ardagh Glass Packaging
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Brian Kristofic – Director, Sustainability 
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Glass food and beverage 
packaging: Infinitely recyclable

Brian Kristofic – Director – Sustainability 
Ardagh Glass Packaging – North America
8/11/21
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a

Our sustainability mission

Provide a packaging solution to our customers that has the least impact on our environment.                                  
Work together with our communities to drive common benefit.

Our approach to sustainability
Our vision is to be the preferred sustainable packaging

partner to the world’s leading brands

Environmental Economic Social & ethical
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14 Glass plants serving local and 
national markets

Glass Manufacturing

Offices

Seattle, WA

Madera, CA
Sapulpa, OK

Ruston, LA
Wilson, NC

Henderson, NC

Bridgeton, NJ

Port Allegany, PA

Dunkirk, IN

Pevely, MO

Burlington, WI

Dolton, IL

Technology

Winchester, IN

Marion, IN

Napa, CA

St Louis, MO

Fishers, IN
Fairfield, CA

Houston, TX
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Our people and products

• ~4,700 employees in the United States
• ~7 billion glass bottles and jars produced each year
• All 14 facilities ISO 14001:2015 certified
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Washington has strong local glass demand

Ardagh in Seattle: 

• Approximately 350 employees – over 300 United Steelworkers – producing 
Clear, Green, and Amber bottles primarily supporting Washington's wine 
producers

• Located next to our major glass cullet supplier: Strategic Materials

• Supporting STEM education through Project Lead The Way – a 10-year, $50 
Million commitment in the communities in which we operate 
– $90K granted in our first year to Seattle Public Schools and Highline School District
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Glass: A sustainable package

Protects the Environment
• 100% and endlessly recyclable
• Recycled glass reduces energy 

consumption for melting and
producing containers

Protects the Product
• Excellent shelf life 

(guards against 
moisture and oxygen 
invasion)

• Maintains true taste

Protects the Consumer
• Chemically inert

• No protective coating 
inside

• Does not leech harmful 
chemicals into the product

• Rated GRAS (Generally 
Recognized As Safe) by the FDA
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Material reuse

1 R
ec

yc
lin

g 
ra
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s

Steel Aluminium Glass

80% 75% 76%

Europe

Association of European 
Producers of steel for 
packaging (APEAL)

European Aluminium 
EA)

European Container Glass 
Federation (FEVE)

Steel Aluminium Glass

71% 55% 34%

North America

Steel Recycling Institute Aluminium Association Glass Packaging Institute 
(GPI)

Steel

98%

Brazil

Abralatas
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Glass: More cullet is important…
• A 10% increase in cullet reduces:

- Energy requirements by 2-3%
- Particulates by 8%
- Nitrogen Oxide by 4%
- Sulfur Oxides by 10% 

• Extends furnace life

• Saves natural resources
- One ton of cullet saves 1.125 tons of natural resources
- Reduces energy for mining and transportation

• For every six tons of recycled glass used, one ton of 
CO2 is reduced
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…but quality is critical…

From the June Recycling Development Center Advisory Board Meeting…
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…and demands a shift from “quantity to 
quality”
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Thank you

Brian Kristofic

317-560-8268
Brian.Kristofic@ardaghgroup.com

mailto:Brian.Kristofic@ardaghgroup.com


Owens-Illinois Glass
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James Nordmeyer, VP Global Sustainability



GLASS RECYCLING
AUGUST2021
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OUR GLOBAL LOCATIONS

72
COUNTRIES
20

EMPLOYEES
25,000+

Numbers do not include O-I joint ventures.

PLANTS
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THE AMERICAS



AT O-I GLASS 
WE LOVE GLASS 
AND WE’RE PROUD 
TO BE ONE OF THE 
LEADING PRODUCERS 
OF GLASS BOTTLES 
AND JARS AROUND 
THE GLOBE. 
Our Vision is as clear as the glass we make: 
We will be the most innovative, sustainable, and chosen 
supplier of brand-building packaging solutions.
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We have made Washington our home since 
2015 and the PNW since 1956

Over 100 employees in WA and over 300 in 
the PNW

Our Corporate Headquarters are located 
Perrysburg, OH 

We have wonderful customers in PNW

The Paci f ic  Northwest

We currently have 3 Manufacturing sites in the Pacific 
Northwest:

 Kalama, OH

 Portland, OR

 Glass to Glass LLC
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GLASS RECYCLING-MYTH VS FACTS

MYTHS FACTS

“Glass cannot be recycled.”
Glass is 100% infinitely recyclable without a loss in quality or purity.  33.1% of 
glass, food, and beverage containers were recycled in the US.  Recycled glass 
can be substituted for up to 95% of raw materials.

“Glass needs to be color sorted, washed , 
and label taken off before recycling it.”

Mix colored glass and broken glass with labels from packaging can be 
deposited into a recycling glass bin.

“ Recycled glass has no value.”
Recycled glass has value. Some cities and town received Revenue for every ton 
of recycled glass. 

“ There are no glass recycling processors or 
end user near us.”

There are 63 cullet processors  and 44 glass manufacturing plants in the US. In 
the PNW there are 2-glass cullet processing facilities and 2-Glass packaging 
plants that benefit from recycling. Currently, our Kalama and Portland facilities 
plant uses 80k tons of recycled glass. Glass collected in the PNW services 
container plants in WA, OR, CA, CO and TX.
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GLASS AS A SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
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WORKING 
TOGETHER 
TOWARDS THE 
SAME VISION

To provide glass recycling to the community

To reduce landfill waste 

To reduce carbon emissions and energy use

To increase recycled content in our glass packaging

To invest in the communities, we serve
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A TRAVELING BIN STORY.
A traveling bin that collects glass 

in different locations of 
Pennsylvania. Collected over 8 

Million pounds of bottles, jars, and 
jugs in 2020

SAVING GLASS RECYCLING. 
Arlington  reinstated glass recycling 
via drop-off program. Currently the 
County sell for $15/ton the glass 

ARLINGTON, VA GLASS4GOOD
CONVERTING GLASS INTO 
GOOD.  O-I is converting glass 
collected in Danville, VA into a 

charitable donation 

PERRYSBURG,OH
GLASS CITY RECYCLING. 
O-I  partners with the city on a 
glass recycling program for its 

residents to recycle glass

O-I AND GLASS RECYCLING

SOUTHWESTERN PA 



ENGINEERING EMOTIONS
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SUCCESS STORY- ARLINGTON COUNTY, VA

On April 25, 2019,  Arlington County asked 
its resident to stop placing glass in their blue 
recycling carts

2 years later....

• The county has established 5 drop off sites evenly 
around the county to collect glass

• Every Arlington Home is 2.25 miles from a glass 
recycling bin

• The county has recycled over 5 million pounds of 
glass as of March 2021

• For Every ton recycled, the county received $15

• A $37,500 in total revenue from this program
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SUCCESS STORY- PENNSYLVANIA

The Traveling Glass Recycling Bin Program and  “Pop-up” Glass Recycling Events 

Bin are deployed on weekly basis around Western PA for Glass recycling by the 
Pennsylvania Recycling Council

O-I and CAP Glass partnered with PRC to launch these 
programs

 Over 30 Western PA Communities Served including 
Pittsburgh Metro Area 

 27 Pop Glass Events in 2019, with up to 30 tons of 
collection in first 5 hours.

 About 200 tons collected per week and more that 4000 
tons per year of glass is collected from programs.  
Pittsburgh Area brought  in the most glass

 Over 10,000 Households have participated

 Many of the communities have opted for permanent bins 
due to residents’ strong participation 



Aero Aggregates
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Archie Filshill



Ultra-Lightweight Aggregates
and

Insulating Fill

Archie Filshill, Ph.D., ENV SP
archie@aeroaggregates.com

mailto:archie@aeroaggregates.com


Seismic Designs







Types of Glass 

• All glass is received from regional MRFs
• Mixed colored cullet and/or fines
• Small amount of contamination allowed and CSP

123



Mixed Color cullet cleaned and               
milled into powder









Closed Cell 
Applications
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Patent Pending

Patent Pending

Patent Pending



Open Cell 
Applications
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PatentedPatent Pending
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Application Areas - Resiliency



AvalonBay
Long Island, NY

• 10-acre site

• 6’ to raise above Sandy Storm elevation

• Reduce truck traffic by over 1,200 trucks

• Stormwater storage credit within FGA

135



AvalonBay, Long Island, NY
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• Ultra Lightweight Fill
• Predictable Material Behavior

• High Friction Angle
• Chemically Non-reactive
• UV stable
• Volume Stable
• Durable/ Freeze-Thaw tested

• 100% Recycled Glass
• Post-Consumer

• Lower Carbon Footprint
• Lower Total Energy 

• Fewer trucks required for delivery

• Accelerated Construction: 
• Less equipment and time for installation
• Not weather sensitive
• Ideal for seismic designs
• Non reactive and durable

Foamed Glass Aggregate: 
An Engineered, Sustainable Construction Material



Discussion
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Glass recycling:
• Status
• Challenges
• Goals
• Actions
• Recommendations



Meeting wrap-up
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Next meeting:
• Wednesday, October 13, 2021
• Topic: Glass or other material summary

Tasks from today:
• Notes from today will be posted next week
• Finalize the glass summary
• Start next material topic

Wrap up



See you at the 
October 13th

meeting

Link to the next webex meeting will be 
included in an email update next week 
with today’s notes.
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